AWARDS MADE BY THE GILLIAN PURVIS TRUST
Since the Trust was established in 2004, a total of £12,750 has been awarded to students in the creative arts in Glasgow.
THE GILLIAN PURVIS AWARD
To a fourth year Design student in the Department of Textiles, The Glasgow School of Art
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

The Gillian Purvis Trust
N E WSLE T TER N O. 7

JA N UARY 2011

supported by The Stanley Morrison Trust

Scott Ramsay Kyle
Catherine Aitken
Lynsey Park
Hillary Fry
Charlotte Horsley
Eva Joly

THE GILLIAN PURVIS AWARD FOR TRAVEL FOR PRIMARY RESEARCH
To a third year Design student in the Department of Textiles, The Glasgow School of Art
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2010

Holly Rothwell
Jennifer Groundwater
Ian Porter
Emma Shannon
Kathy Beckett
Ting Ye

THE GILLIAN PURVIS AWARD FOR NEW WRITING
To a student of creative writing at The University of Glasgow, The University of Strathclyde or The Glasgow School of Art
2008
2009
2010

Fiona Rintoul, University of Glasgow
Kirsty Logan, University of Glasgow
Linda Maclaughlin, University of Glasgow

THE GILLIAN PURVIS DEGREE SHOW PRIZE
To a new graduate of The Glasgow School of Art for an outstanding work in the Degree Show
2011

Lucy Duncombe, Visual Communications

PHOEBE UNVEILS MEMORIAL TO GILLIAN
On 8 September 2010, Phoebe, Gillian’s niece, unveiled the eagerly awaited memorial to Gillian at the Scottish
Exhibition and Conference Centre in Glasgow. Trust Chairman Toby Paterson, Gillian’s parents, Jim (who dressed
magnificently for the occasion!) and Libby, along with sister Hazel and Phoebe’s brother Joseph, were joined by
Gillian’s former colleagues at SECC, family and friends. In the autumn sunshine, Toby, in acknowledging this
important commission by the SECC, expressed sincere gratitude to Peter Duthie, Commercial Director, Kirsten
McAlonan, gardeners Calum and Robert and all involved at the SECC for their unwavering support and patient
understanding of the process leading up to this beautiful and fitting tribute to Gillian.
Crowning the work are the words “the world offers itself to your imagination, calls to you like the wild geese, harsh
and exciting, announcing your place in the family of things”, taken from Wild Geese by Mary Oliver, the poem Toby
chose for Sally, Gillian’s aunt, to read at the memorial service in 2004. The core of the piece is a circle of red
sandstone contributed by Gillian’s parents from their garden at the time and which came from the quarry that
provided the stone for Kelvingrove Art Galleries & Museum, a favourite place of the Purvis family. The stone bears
an inscription carved by Robbie Schneider. Toby spoke of the highly valued and generous contribution from John
Creed. The design, on which they worked together, evolved over many months resulting in John’s production of
the final creation.
The Gillian Purvis Trust, Flat 0/1, 4 Queens Gardens, Glasgow G12 9DG
tel 0141 334 4114 info@gillianpurvistrust.org www.gillianpurvistrust.org
Trustees: Robert Dallas Gray, Sarah Lowndes, Toby Paterson (Chairman), Hazel Quinn, Sally Swadel, Anne Ward. Administrator: Lesley Paterson

The site provided by SECC is in a prominent, yet tranquil, landscaped corner, near the main east entrance, tucked
just beside the ramp to the overhead walkway. Go and see it and imagine Gillian’s regular visits to that spot
(against advice) to feed the SECC’s resident cats!
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A NEW PRIZE FROM THE TRUST
Jenny Brownrigg presenting
Lucy Duncombe with the 2010
Gillian Purvis Degree Show
Prize of £1,000

WHO MADE ALL THIS HAPPEN?

In the past year, the Trustees decided to make a new Award
for a piece of outstanding work at The Glasgow School of
Art Degree Show. Facilitated by Trustee Sarah Lowndes, the
help with the selection from Jenny Brownrigg, Director of
Exhibitions at GSA could not have been more appropriate.
Jenny was a school friend of Gillian’s and, together with
Jenny Baylis, they were a renowned trio at school.
From her comprehensive viewing of the Schools of Fine
Art and Design Degree Shows, Jenny reported to Toby
and Sarah, who were involved in the final decision. Of
the winner’s work she said “In Visual Communication,
[among] the stand out works for me, which appeared to have
gone eclectically beyond a set brief, was Lucy Duncombe’s
Independent Record Shop. I really enjoyed the presentation

and innovative cover design. This student’s sketch books
were also really intriguing, bringing together hand drawn
with print and computer image to arrive at the final designs.
As in the best of independent record shops it is a small space,
but one you want to spend time in.
I knew Gillian when we were at the formative 14/15/16 year
old stage where the interests you cultivate are very important
to shaping individual identity within a group– Gillian had
cool tastes! I think she would have been really drawn to
Lucy’s work and because of her knowledge about all things
music (she was the one to do me cassettes of Sex Pistols as
alas I had never heard of them at that point!) I think the
independent record shop presentation is one she would have
enjoyed.”
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Dr Iain Wood of Hawkins Associates sent a significant
donation.

Thanks especially to our regular contributors:

The Trust acknowledges great support from The Glasgow
School of Art in the process of making and promoting
these Awards, in particular: Jimmy Stephen Cran and his
wonderful team in Textiles; Jenny Brownrigg, Director of
Exhibitions. And from Zoe Strachan at The University of
Glasgow’s Creative Writing Department.

The Stanley Morrison Trust whose grant, further increased
this year, enables the printing and circulation of the
Newsletter, thereby securing other donations for awards to
students.
Campbell Dallas for not depleting Trust funds by donating
professional services for audit and production of annual
accounts.
Celebrated author, Bernard MacLaverty for his help with
the New Writing Award

TWO WINNERS IN 2010 FOR THE TRAVEL AWARD
The Trustees’ decision last May to make Awards for Travel
for Primary Research to two textile students was well
rewarded. Excellent illustrated reports were received from
Kathy Beckett and Ting Ye who travelled to Sao Paolo and
South China, respectively. A taste of their research from
these expeditions follows.
A few comments from Kathy Beckett’s extensive report
on her Sao Paulo experience
“Talk about culture shock, the first days were very
overwhelming. The extreme contrast between rich
and poor in San Paolo was shocking. Once I started
researching the city it became clear that it was more and
more relevant to my areas of interest; the absence of
billboard advertising, the extreme street art, the ethnic
diversity of its twenty (plus) million inhabitants.
The car journeys were awe inspiring. I found my neck

You, the donors are responsible for all the good news in this
Newsletter. Whilst the capital fund ensures that awards
can be made to students into the future, it is the continuing
support that sustains the level of help the Trustees are able
to give.

stretched out of the window and my vision pointed to
the sky. I took twelve rolls of film in five weeks and 600
digital photographs. I collected hundreds of objects from
the streets which I will photograph under a microscope,
my ideas currently rooted in scale. The objects speak of
tactility within the space. Every time I look at my images I
want to be able to imagine something new.
One of my most memorable moments was walking along
the Elevado – an elevated motorway-like road 3 miles in
length, covering a large portion of the central city. On
Sundays they close the bridge and people run and walk
along it. It is incredible to view the architecture from that
view-point – mid way up – above all the shop fronts. The
desolate billboard spaces tower high above. With every step
visual delights flooded my mind, the vivacious textures and
colours enveloping me like a child in a sweet shop.
continued on page 6

Louise Brady, Gary Browne, Gillian Buchanan, Ron &
Lennie Cole, Bob Dallas, Sorcha Dallas, Leigh Ferguson,
Anna Johnston, Joan Johnston, Tom O’Sullivan and
Joanne Tatham, Sam Paterson, Jim Smith, Cindy Sughrue,
Lisa Sutherland, Toby Webster at The Modern Institute
And thanks to others who have made contributions during
the past year, including Charles Brown, Graham Domke,
K & C Logan, Christine McGeoch, Robin Paterson,
Mrs J M Reilly, Lorraine Smith, Jean Williams, Caroline
Woodley, A M & E J Thomson
Special thanks to Trustee Robert Dallas Gray and Sorcha
Dallas for suggesting to their wedding guests that they
might contribute to the Trust, and those who did: Giles
& Fiona, Jeremy & Lena Armitage, Andy and Carolann
Miller, Jackie and Gerrie Scott, Sarah & John Stephens,
Caroline Woodley

Thanks too to Janie Nicoll who ran the half marathon
Great Scottish Run, and her sponsors.

Gillian’s Family
Over the years, the Administrator has received many
warmly-worded messages from Libby, Gillian’s Mum, on
the family’s joy in seeing many talented students benefit
in Gillian’s memory. Libby and Jim as well as family
Trustees Hazel and Sally have enjoyed meeting many of the
winners and the Trust appreciates their engagement in its
endeavours.

HELP US TRACE THEM
We have lost touch with some who helped the Trust at the
beginning. We are keen to keep them informed so that
they realise how important their support was towards the
success of the charity. It has become a significant living
memorial to Gillian. If you know of anyone who has been
involved, and no longer hears from us, please let us know,
or ask them to be in contact with the Trust to go back on
the mailing list. Contact info@gillianpurvistrust.org
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THE GILLIAN PURVIS AWARD 2010
Eva Joly’s fantastically vibrant domestic Pop printed textiles earned her not only last year’s Gillian Purvis Award, but a
First Class degree, the Incorporation of Bonnetmakers Prize and the Incorporation of Weavers Travel Prize. Eva’s graduate
collection called ‘domestic clutter’ was all screen-printed using the CMYK colour separation technique and taking a lighthearted look at everyday objects such as sauce bottles, piles of dishes, remote controls and cleaning equipment. Whilst we can
enjoy Eva’s designs here, sadly, despite a desire to stay in Glasgow, she was not granted an extension to her visa and has had to
return to the United States.

continued from page 2
The work experience with Liria Pristine was amazing. I
could physically [technically] produce anything she could
throw at me, but the challenge for me was to understand
the genius behind it. Her work ethic in relation to material
understanding and yarn properties was fascinating and
encompasses everything I strive for in my own work.
In terms of a cultural eye-opener and learning experience I
could not have asked for more. I had the most incredible
trip which simply would not have been possible without the
kind award from The Gillian Purvis Trust [together with
one other award]. I am wholeheartedly grateful – it will
undoubtedly inform my fourth year. It has already made a
huge impact on the person I am today.”
Kathy’s research period in Sao Paolo was so successful
that when last in communication with the Trust, she was
seeking permission from GSA to delay her fourth year of
study and take a year out to fulfil the amazing opportunity
she was offered for potential work with fashion brand Rosa
Cha for Sao Paulo Fashion Week. She has also been told
that there will be work for her when she graduates.

From Ting Ye’s Report in South China
Contemporary dye techniques often involve chemicals,
which can have a negative impact on the environment.
Investigating the possibilities and advantages of
traditional, natural dye processes in textile art and
production, Ting Ye travelled to Yunnan Province in
southwest China, to explore ancient processes. One group
, “黑衣族”in Guangxi Zhuang focuses black as a colour,
growing their own plants to dye fabric, tie-dyeing in
particular. Because the “黑衣族” is not open to tourists,
Ting Ye chose Zhou village as her main research place.
The largest village of Dali city, it is on the Southern Silk
Road that dates back to the eighth century AD. Ting
Ye learned that the local government, in recognising
the value of the cultural heritage and to encourage its
development, supports small businesses in growing plants
and exploring their properties for dyeing.
The traditional household studio is the most common
and functional business. Mountain plants collected
(such as indigo, safflower) are rubbed with water, calcium
carbonate is added and the fabric tied with string before it
is dyed to produce the basic traditional designs. Ting Ye
was keen to know about the techniques and proportion of
plant extracts to produce colour and density and how to
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mix different plants to produce new colours. She found
that many of the “recipes” were family secrets. Keeping
the old system and spreading the results of their own
culture to other people is the most sustainable way for
these small industries to thrive.
On return to Glasgow, Ting Ye was inspired to explore
how a sustainable way of working here could be achieved,
wanting to find a local sustainable source. This led her
to the supermarkets and fruit, vegetables and flowers
beyond their sell-by date. Using techniques similar to
those she had seen in China, she experimented, using
berries, red and white onions, orange peel, red and black
beans, fading flowers. Her research revealed onion skins
and orange peel produce a fantastic colour, whilst her
experiments in different techniques resulted, for instance,
in a change from purple dye from raspberries to a vibrant
colour that matched the fruit itself. Producing dyes from
such food would be a sustainable way to develop textile
art and reduce waste, a vision that Ting Ye held when she
embarked on her research trip to China.
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WINNING SUBMISSION - 2010 AWARD FOR NEW WRITING
From a strong field, and with invaluable help from celebrated author Bernard MacLaverty, the 2010 award went to Linda
McLaughlin. Linda has permitted her winning application, an extract from a larger work in progress “Original Sins”, to be
published here. The £1,500 Award enabled her to attend one of the acclaimed Arvon Foundation courses on novel writing.
This gave her the opportunity to attend workshops, group discussions and individual tutorials to help her continue working
with confidence on developing beyond the first draft stage of her novel.
Funeral Plans

And this really isn’t that funny. It’s a biting February
day, for a start, the sky murky with scudding clouds and
intermittent sleety snow. The crematorium is a grey
municipal hulk, crouching bleakly on the top of a hill.
Inside, it looks like one of those churches from the 1970s
when they started trying to be trendy and minimalist,
all bare wooden buttresses and no ornamentation. It just
makes me think of bones.
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and suddenly everything spills out of me in a great rip of
laughter. Then I burst into tears. He gapes at me.

The door clicks. I sit a moment longer. There’ll be a show
of understanding for what just happened; but later, in
private cabal, I’ll be condemned. This wisnae about her,
they’ll say, it wis about her mammy.

‘Oh, help, hen, I’m sorry,’ he sputters, ‘I didnae mean to
upset ye…’

*****
I’m hiding out in the crematorium loo, shaking. I can’t
believe I just did that. What are they thinking? Always
flaky, right enough, but still, her own mother’s funeral…
And there’s still the purvey to get through. I hear the door
open. It’ll be one of the aunts.

It’s the first time I’ve ever been inside a proper limo. It’s
quite large, actually, room for seven seats in the back, and
all of them occupied by solemn-faced aunties. Except one,
which is occupied by me, trying not to laugh. They will
be horrified if I laugh. I will be horrified if I laugh. So it’s
really important that I don’t do it.

I’m not so fastidious. But he could surely have washed
his hair. Or at least asked his wife, or his assistant funeral
director, or someone, anyone, to brush his shoulders before
he left. He’s wearing a jacket that’s quite threadbare,
actually, quite shiny. It has the suggestion of custard stains.
I’d thought he would wear a frock coat, and carry his top
hat respectfully in his hand, and walk at a slow pace in
front of the cars as we left the funeral parlour. Funereal.
Mum would have liked the ceremony of that. Too late
now, though, to ask for it. If I ever have to do this again,
I’ll know to ask. But I guess I won’t get the chance, given
that I’ve now run out of parents to arrange funerals for.
Even that doesn’t seem to stop me wanting to laugh.

‘Okay, love. I’ll wait fur ye outside.’

And I bolt, leaving it to the aunts to mop up the damage.

I’m sitting in the car with them all and I’m trying really
hard to keep it together, but I keep getting this terrible,
inexplicable urge to laugh. The last thing I expected to be
doing today is laughing.

The funeral director’s sitting in the front with the driver.
There are drifts of dandruff on his shoulders and his hair
looks as if it hasn’t been washed for a week. Mum would’ve
been very upset. Black-affronted, she’d have said, I’m
black-affronted. She was very particular about personal
hygiene, Mum, used to come up to me and sniff me
sometimes when I got up in the morning, whip my nightie
off there and then, straight in the wash with it. It could be
very embarrassing.

‘Aye, hen, ye’ve done yer mammy proud…’

‘Joanne? Are ye in here, love?’
It’s Mina. Best of them.
‘Yeah, I’m here.’
‘Thought ye might be,’ Mina sighs. ‘Ye need to come out,
hen. We need to get down to the hotel, and nobody’ll be
able to move til we go…’
‘I’m just coming, Auntie Mina,’ I manage. ‘I’ll be out in a
minute.’

And they’ll be right. It was about my mammy, but not the
one who’s just transmuted into smoke and ashes. It wasn’t
about Alice, the only mammy I’ve ever known, the one who
took me in and brought me up as her own. It was about
my real mammy, the one who gave me away when I was
little more than a month old.
When they find out I’ve decided to try and find that one,
the shit is most definitely going to hit the fan. They know
I promised Mum I’d never try to trace my real mother –
but Mum’s dead now. And all the way through her painful
and protracted dying, all I’ve been able to think about is
that at last, I’m going to be free to betray that promise.
Even though the guilt of that will probably stay with me for
the rest of my life. Even though I loved Mum to bits and
would have died myself rather than hurt her.
And that is funny, isn’t it?

Bernard MacLaverty handing over the award to Linda

People rustle into the seats behind us. A minister I’ve
never seen before starts talking, and there’s a lot of solemn
nodding. I seem to be having difficulty hearing. I want
to stand up and scream, but I don’t. That might be even
worse than laughing.
And I don’t join in the singing. I don’t trust myself.
There’s a pause at the end, and I know that in a moment
he’ll press a button. I’m wishing I’d insisted on having one
of Mum’s favourite songs played, full volume, to drown out
any possibility of audible clicks and hums. I stare at the
ceiling, counting and recounting the number of lightbulbs
in the spindly chandelier. There are twenty-two.
Music filters through the sound system to tell us it’s time to
go. Someone nudges me to stand and I shake the minister
person’s hand and then walk, unseeing, down the aisle. At
least, I think, I’ve managed not to laugh.
But there’s one final hurdle. At the door I’m corralled
by the aunts, and I find myself at the end of a row of
them, like some black parody of a wedding receiving
line. Mourners shuffle along, leaning in close to offer
consoling little phrases, and I’m just about handling it till
some ancient old man squeezes my hand hard, and says,
solemnly,

“SHARP, HANDSOME AND A LITTLE BIT DANGEROUS” Zoe Strachan
Just over a year after she won the 2009 Award for New Writing, Kirsty Logan, along with her co-editor Helen Sedgwick,
launched the first edition, in print and on-line, of the flash fiction magazine, Fractured West. A large turnout of literary and
artistic friends and colleagues gathered to celebrate this exciting new voice for writers who may or may not have a platform to
broadcast their creative work. The assembled company was treated to readings from the attractive, pocket-sized collection of
new prose and poetry from home and abroad.
Kirsty says: 5 Reasons You Should Buy Fractured West
1
It’s crammed full of eerie, sexy, sweet, bizarre, and truthful short-short stories.
2
It’s written by twenty-two of the most shamefully talented writers around today – you wouldn’t want to be the last
person to be aware of the next wave of literature-makers, would you?
3
It’s pretty, and will look so lovely on your bedside table that people will be flocking to share your pillow.
4
It’s an enjoyable and easy way to support indie literature – if you want the book world to consist of more than airport
thrillers and chick lit, put your money where your morals are!
5
It will enable us to produce Issue 2, then Issue 3, then a print anthology, then a Best Of, then a monthly issue, then a
weekly issue; eventually we will take over the world, and if you use your copy of Issue 1 as a passport we promise to
make you the ruler of a small country.
Get your copy at fracturedwest.com/buy
The Gillian Purvis Trust was warmly credited at the launch and is acknowledged in print for enabling the realisation of
Fractured West. In turn, the Trust thanks you, the donors, for making this possible. Look out for future editions.
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